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Abstract: In the present study, nickel phosphorous alloys (Ni-P) and Ni-P/ silicon carbide (SiC)
nanocomposite coatings were deposited by electrodeposition on steel substrates in order for their
microstructural properties to be assessed while using SEM, XRD, and three-dimensional (3D)
profilometry as well as nanoindentation. The amorphisation of the as-plated coatings was observed
in all cases, whereas subsequent heat treatment induced crystallization and Ni3P intermetallic phase
precipitation. Examination of the surface topology revealed that the surface roughness follows
the deposition characteristics and heat treatment induced microstructural changes. Additionally,
substantial improvements in mechanical properties, including hardness, yield stress, and elasticity
modulus, were obtained for the Ni-P, Ni-P/SiC nanocomposites when heat treated as seen from
the nanoindentation results. A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was developed to simulate the
nanoindentation tests that enable the precise extraction of the Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC nanocomposite
coatings’ stress-strain behavior. It is shown that the correlation between the nanoindentation tests
and the computational models was satisfactory, while the stress-strain curves revealed higher yield
points for the heat-treated samples.
Keywords: Nanocomposite coatings; Electrodeposition; Nickel-phosphorus; SiC nanoparticles;
Hardness; Finite Element Analysis

1. Introduction
Wear, friction, and corrosion are surface phenomena that have been early characterized as
degradation mechanisms that may lead to catastrophic results reducing the performance and the life
cycle of components and various industrial equipment, under extreme conditions. The development
of coatings has been recognized early as one of the most promising and effective process towards
this direction. The excellent wear and corrosion resistance of the Ni-P (nickel-phosphorous) coatings
makes them very good candidates for application where surface is under load and aggressive
environment [1–4]. The two major deposition techniques for Ni-P coating systems are the electroand electroless deposition, with the first to provide high deposition rates and the second to provide
coatings of exceptional thickness uniformity, even at the complicated geometrical features [1–5].
The development of the electroplating technology is established many decades ago and parameters,
such as bath pH values, bath temperature, and current density, are of the most crucial factors affecting
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both the process and the final coating characteristics. The continuous development of the electroplating
technology has recently led to a new electrodeposition approach that is known as pulse current
electrodeposition, where some additional process parameters play a key role in deposition control.
Among these, tON , which is the time that the current is on, tOFF the time the current is off, the duty
cycle as the ratio tON /tON +tOFF , and the frequency of the cycle (f), which is defined as the ratio f
= 1/tON +tOFF control the nucleation and growth of the coatings [6]. Pulse current provides some
important advantages, such as: a) a negatively charged region is formed, upon plating, close to the
cathode that obstructs metal ions from reaching its surface. In pulse current, during the tOFF time,
this layer of negative charge is partially discharged and the migration of ions is improved in such
way, b) upon the tOFF period, areas within the bath that have been depleted of metal ions can recover
the bulk concentration, so to increase mass transport and increase the limiting current density value,
and c) careful control of both the typical plating parameters along with the pulse current parameters
can improve the coating final properties with more compact structure and controlled microstructure
and thickness distribution [6].
The outstanding characteristics in the performance of Ni-P coatings are mostly related to their
microstructure, which is affected by the P content. Low P content (<4% wt) lead to crystalline coatings,
medium additions of P to coatings lead to partially crystalline, and partially amorphous nature and
high P level (> 10% wt) leads to fully amorphous coatings [7–12]. Often, these coating are heat
treated to increase their hardness by precipitation hardening. This heat treatment process lead to the
crystallization of the amorphous phases and the precipitation of the supersaturated P lead the final
microstructure to a Ni Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) matrix and Ni3P intermetallics [13–16]. It has been
reported that post heat treatment close to 400 ◦ C drastically increases the coating hardness due to
the strengthening effect that was caused by the precipitation of Ni3P intermetallic particles [17,18].
The strengthening effect fades at higher treatment temperatures due to the coarsening of the precipitated
particles, coarsening of matrix grains, and due to the reduction of the crystal lattice defects.
The Ni-P coatings were further evolved and enhanced towards the development of Ni-P composite
coatings due to the continuous increase in the demand for improved wear and corrosion resistance,
where parallel deposition of Ni-P matrix and embedment of hard particles occurs. Various systems
have been developed so far of exceptional in some cases properties. Indicative systems with reinforcing
phases, such as Al2 O3 [19–23], SiO2 [24], Cr2 O3 [25], ZnO [26], SiC [27–29], B4 C [30], WC [31],
CNTs [32,33], Graphite [34], BN [35], Diamond [21,33], Si3N4 [27,36], CeO2 [37], MoS2 [38,39],
PTFE [40,41], and combinations of them [42,43] are reported.
The hardness of coatings is of crucial importance and its optimization and improvement is
strongly associated with other important properties, such as friction behavior and wear resistance.
Various research efforts that are reported in the literature show that the increase of the embedded particle
concentration leads to an increase of the overall coating hardness in the case that hard reinforcing
particles are co-deposited (carbides, oxides, nitrides) [23–27,37,38] and they may decrease the overall
hardness, if soft particles are co-deposited (PTFE for example) [40,41]. However, the main hardness
increase is achieved with the post heat treatment.
The nanoindentation technique can also been applied for the determination of the mechanical
properties of nanocomposites, and specifically of surface layers and coatings. This technique can
provide valuable data regarding the mechanical behavior of materials. Several papers have compared
the nanoindentation results with the results that were acquired from classical tensile tests and especially
for the elastic modulus calculation [44–46]. The nanoindentation tests have been used in the past
for the investigation of coatings materials. More specifically, Wang et al. [47] used nanoindentation
tests for the assessment of the mechanical property response of the Ni-P coatings and composites and
for the mechanical response of Ni-P-TiO2 coatings. They observed that density and elastic modulus
were both improved by the insertion of TiO2 nanoparticles, with this improvement, nevertheless,
fading by exceeding and optimum concentration above which particle agglomeration phenomena
lead to a gradual decrease of such properties. Alexis et al. [17] also studied the mechanical properties
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of the Ni-P electroplated coatings that were reinforced with SiC particles. This showed that the
particle presence does not significantly alter the modulus of elasticity of the plain coatings and that the
hardness was slightly improved. They associated behavior with the effectivity the particles have in their
strengthening effect, which is related with their size and/or their agglomeration behavior. The same
authors [48] also studied, with the use of nanoindentation testing, the effects that talk phyllosilicate
particles have on the mechanical properties of Ni-P coatings. They observed that, for the as plated
condition, the presence of these particles decrease the hardness due to their intrinsic soft nature.
Improvement was observed after heat treatment, which was rather an effect of matrix crystallisation
and precipitation phenomena than being due to the presence of particles. Wang et al. [49] studied
the effect of Multi Wall Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) at different annealing conditions within the
same frame of improving the mechanical properties of Ni-P coatings. Their nanoindentation results
showed that the presence of MWCNTs improves the hardness up to certain annealing temperature
range above which grain growth and coarsening phenomena of the precipitated Ni3P phases lead
to a gradual reduction. Birlik et al. [50] examined the effect of TiO2 nanoparticles on the mechanical
properties of Ni electrodeposited coatings. They observed that, the smaller the particle size, the more
effective the strengthening effect of particles. However, this enhancement, as the authors showed,
is not independent of other crucial processing parameters that can alter other microstructural features,
such as grain size and boundaries, which also may play a vital role in the overall mechanical response.
Tien et al. [51], using nanoindentation technique showed the beneficial action annealing exhibits on the
hardness of Ni-P-W electrolessly deposited coatings. Islam et al. observed profound increase of the
nanohardness of electroless Ni-P coatings due to the incorporation of SiC particles [52]. This beneficial
action was attributed both to the alteration of the microstructural morphology (refinement of the
nodular morphology) and plastic deformation restriction that the SiC particles may induce.
In the present paper, Ni-P pulse current electroplated coatings with SiC nanoparticles were
developed and their microstructure and surface topology were assessed while using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and three-dimensional (3D) surface profilometry.
The nanocomposite coatings were also studied and tested in terms of mechanical performance by an
instrumented nanoindentation measurement at room temperature. The experimental results were
fitted with a finite element model (FEM) that simulated the nanoindentation test, in order to extract the
stress-strain behavior of Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC nanocomposite coatings.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Electroplating Process
Pulse electrodeposition of Ni-P, at 4 A/dm2 average current density on C50 steel substrates
(50 mm × 50 mm × 0.8 mm), was applied from a modified Watts bath at 70◦ C with nickel anodes.
The composition of the plating bath contained NiSO4 ·7H2 O, NiCl2 ·6H2 O, H3 PO3 , H3 BO3 , and two
additives (saccharin and sodium dodecyl sulfate). The ratio of Ni2+ /PO3 3− was 3.25 and the pH
of the bath was adjusted to 2.15 before each plating by adding sulfuric acid or sodium hydroxide.
The electrodeposition cell was set up with two vertical planar electrodes and magnetic stirrer at 250 rpm
agitated the bath. To produce composite coatings 20 g/l of silicon carbide particles (β-SiC, Get Nano
Materials) with average size of 100 nm were added in the bath, which was stirred for 24 h before
plating, as well as during plating. In pulse deposition experiments, the frequency of the imposed
pulses was set at 100 Hz, while the duty cycle (d.c.) of the pulses [i.e. d.c. = tON /(tON + tOFF ), where ton
is the time period the pulses are imposed and tOFF is the relaxation time] was 50 %. The samples were
heat treated in air at 400 C for one hour.
2.2. Morphological Characterization Methods
The surface morphology of Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC coatings was qualitatively examined by using a
JEOL JSM-5600, UK scanning electron microscope (SEM) and composition by EDX X-Ray type Link
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2.2. Morphological Characterization Methods
The surface morphology of Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC coatings was qualitatively examined by using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) and composition by EDX X-Ray type4Link
of 16
ISIS 300 (Oxford Instruments, UK). Further examination of the microstructural features was
conducted through the use of XRD diffractometer (Siemens D500, Germany) with auto divergent slit
ISIS 300 (Oxford Instruments, UK). Further examination of the microstructural features was conducted
and graphite monochromator while using Cu Kα radiation, and a scanning speed of 2° min−1.
through the use of XRD diffractometer (Siemens D500, Germany) with auto divergent slit and graphite
The surface topology was investigated through the use of white light profilometer (TMS-1200,
monochromator while using Cu Kα radiation, and a scanning speed of 2◦ min−1 .
Polytec, Germany) with a resolution single root mean square (RMS) of 3.65 nm This profilometer
The surface topology was investigated through the use of white light profilometer (TMS-1200,
provides a rapid and non-contact two or three-dimensional micro-topography functional surface and
Polytec, Germany) with a resolution single root mean square (RMS) of 3.65 nm This profilometer
microstructure of the tested materials. The area of interest is the same of every specimen of
provides a rapid and non-contact two or three-dimensional micro-topography functional surface and
dimensions 2.24 mm × 1.67 mm.
microstructure of the tested materials. The area of interest is the same of every specimen of dimensions
2.24
mm × 1.67 mm.Tests
2.3. Nanoindentation
JEOLSci.
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2.3. Nanoindentation
Tests
Instrumented indentation
was applied in order to determine the mechanical behavior of the
under-study coatings. Nanoindentation tests implicate the contact of an indenter to a material’s
Instrumented indentation was applied in order to determine the mechanical behavior of the
surface and its penetration to a predetermined depth or load. The indentation force is measured along
under-study coatings. Nanoindentation tests implicate the contact of an indenter to a material’s
with the penetration depth. Figure 1 illustrates a typical loading and unloading procedure, presenting
surface and its penetration to a predetermined depth or load. The indentation force is measured
the parameters that are needed to characterize the contact geometry. This figure shows a standard
along with the penetration depth. Figure 1 illustrates a typical loading and unloading procedure,
elastoplastic material with the loading OA and unloading AB´ segments. The area W1 (OAB´)
presenting the parameters that are needed to characterize the contact geometry. This figure shows a
represents the plastic work that is done in the elastoplastic case. The area W2 (ABB´) corresponds to
standard elastoplastic material with the loading OA and unloading AB´ segments. The area W1 (OAB´)
the elastic work that is recovered during the unloading segment. The unloading curve is a straight
represents the plastic work that is done in the elastoplastic case. The area W2 (ABB´) corresponds to
line (AB) and hr = hmax (W2 = 0) in the case of purely plastic material. In this case, penetration depth is
the elastic work that is recovered during the unloading segment. The unloading curve is a straight line
the displacement into the sample starting from its surface [45, 53–55].
(AB) and hr = hmax (W2 = 0) in the case of purely plastic material. In this case, penetration depth is the
displacement into the sample starting from its surface [45,53–55].

Figure 1. Schematic of nanoindentation load-depth curve of an elastoplastic material, where hmax is
the maximum depth, he is the elastic depth rebound, hr is the residual impression depth, ha is the
displacement of the surface at the perimeter, and hf is the contact indentation depth.
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The nanoindentation tests were performed on a Shimadzu DUH211S device with a resolution
of 0.2 µN. The indenter was a Berkovich diamond tip (the tip shape is a three-sided pyramid, with a
triangular projected geometry and an included angle of 65.3◦ ; tip radius 0.1 µm). Several points were
selected while using an optical microscope implemented to the indenter and these were distributed on
the surface of the coating. At least twenty measurements were performed per coating sample.
Preceding a nanoindentation test, the indentation tip is driven toward the specimen surface.
After contact is achieved, the indenter penetrated the surface, to a depth around 1.3 µm, with a constant
loading rate of 70 mN/s, until a maximum force of 200 mN. As soon as maximum force was reached,
the indenter was removed with the same loading rate to a value of zero.
The modulus and the hardness of the coatings were determined based on the work of Oliver and
Pharr [56]. The indentation hardness can be determined as a function of the maximum penetration
depth by [45,53–55]:
Pmax
(1)
H=
A
where Pmax is the maximum applied load that was measured at the maximum depth of penetration
(hmax ) and A is the projected contact area between the indenter and the specimen. For a perfect
Berkovich indenter, A can be expressed as a function of the contact indentation depth hf as:
√
A = 3 3h2f tan2 65.3 = 23.96h2f

(2)

The contact indentation, hf , can be determined from the following expression:
h f = hmax − ε

Pmax
S

(3)

where ε is a geometric constant ε = 0.75 for a pyramidal indenter and S is the contact stiffness that can
be determined as the slope of the unloading curve at the maximum loading point, i.e.
dP
S=
dh

!
(4)
h=hmax

The reduced elastic modulus Er is given by:
Er =

S
2β

r

π
A

(5)

where β is a constant that depends on the geometry of the indenter. For the Berkovich indenter,
β = 1.034. The specimen elastic modulus (Es ) can then be calculated as:
1 − υ2i
1 − υ2s
1
=
+
Er
Es
Ei

(6)

where Ei,s , and νi,s are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio, respectively, for the indenter and
the specimen. For a diamond indenter, Ei is 1140 GPa and νi is 0.07. The specimen’s hardness H and
elastic modulus Es were obtained from the set of equations given above.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of Coatings
Figure 2 shows the panoramic view of the surface morphology from different samples. Back
scattered mode was applied to highlight residual particles on the surface. The Ni-P coatings with
no SiC additions exhibit a characteristic nodular cauliflower—like morphology. Nevertheless, all
samples show a surface that is smooth, of limited defects, which, if present, are most likely located at
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the surface characteristics seem to be induced by the heat treatment of the plain Ni-P coatings, while
the SiC particles introduction slightly affects the surface morphology. The SiC fraction was measured
by EDS
different parts of the surface to assure a homogeneous deposition over the area, since the6 of 16
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2. Scanning
electron
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pictures
the different
electrodeposited
coating
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Figure
2. Scanning
electron
microscope
pictures
the different
electrodeposited
coating
systems
produced
produced at 50% duty cycle, 100 Hz with and without heat treatment (HT)
at 400 °C.
◦
at 50% duty cycle, 100 Hz with and without heat treatment (HT) at 400 C.

Figure 3 shows the XRD diagrams of the samples before heat treatment, while Figure 4 shows the
similar analysis after heat treatment. Intensive SiC peaks can be distinguished. The XRD spectra of the
non-treated specimens show the characteristic peak of the amorphous Ni-P structure that was also
observed in other studies [1–5,42,43]. It has been reported that the amorphisation of Ni due to the high
amount of phosphorus is due to the fact that P presence within the lattice and the subsequent strain
fields it causes, lead to primary grain growth inhibition that becomes so intensive, so that practically
nanocrystallinity and eventually amorphisation is achieved [1–6].
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Figure 4.
4. XRD
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100 Hz
Hz
Figure
XRD spectra
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SiC reinforced
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coatings developed
developed at
after
heat
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after heat treatment.

The surface topology of the resulted coatings is another very important parameter that it seems
by the
the deposition
deposition process
process and
and its
its parameters.
parameters. Figure 5 graphically shows the average
to be affected by
surface roughness and the RMS roughness of the produced coatings before and after heat treatment,
profilometer. The introduction of reinforcing particles leads to an alteration of
as measured from the profilometer.
the coating surface smoothness. This effect
effect is most likely
likely associated
associated with
with two
two combined
combined mechanisms:
mechanisms:
1) particle
particle introduction leads to the
the appearance
appearance of surface
surface imperfections,
imperfections, which make the surface
landscape more intense and, as such, the roughness is increased, b) the particles themselves unsettle
the continuity of the surface deposit and they consist site for deposition and nucleation of the metallic
matrix. As
As particles
particles perturb
perturb of the surface and since deposition follows the existed surface pattern
and perturbation in electroplating, as the coating is built up, the initial perturbations due to particles
roughness may
may increase.
increase.
become more intensive and, as such, the roughness
High particle entrapment means that their spatial inter-particle distance is reduced if
homogeneity is considered in their location. At the same time, more uniformly distributed particles
are embedded on the surface, i.e. more active nucleation sites of less distance between them. As such,
the deposition of the metallic matrix will follow a pattern of many, close together initial perturbations
and will, in turn, lead to a landscape that will not show that extensive landscape.
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Ni-P. Furthermore,
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there are
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maximum
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effect between
heat-treated
and
treated coatings.
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indentation
depths
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peak
load were
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from around
1.1 to
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of indentation
depths
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heat-treated
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nanocomposites,
while
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effect
that
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Furthermore,
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an
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stiffening
effect
depths were observed for the non-heat treated Ni-P coating.
between
heat-treated
and the
non-heat
coatings.
lowest values
of indentation
were
Thethe
hardness
(H) and
elastictreated
modulus
(E) ofThe
as-plated
Ni-P, Ni-P/SiC,
and depths
heat-treated
coatings were calculated from the load-displacement curves. Figure 8 demonstrates the calculated
mechanical properties, as elastic moduli and hardness, for all of the under study samples. The asplated Ni-P coating shows the lowest hardness (Figure 8a). The incorporation of SiC nanoparticles
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increased the hardness of Ni-P, from 4.7, up to 6.9 GPa. The heat-treated coatings exhibited a higher
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Figure 7. Nanoindentation load–depth curves of as-plated Ni-P, Ni-P/SiC nanocomposites, and the
heat treated coatings.
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results of
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Figure
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experimental
efforts,
since
the literature [3,
47–52]
reports
values for the calculated
as plated,mechanical
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properties,ofasplain
elastic
moduli
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hardness,
forranging
all of the
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Themainly
as-plated
Ni-P
condition
Ni-P
coatings
hardness,
from
4 tostudy
8 GPa,samples.
depending
on the
P
coating shows the lowest hardness (Figure 8a). The incorporation of SiC nanoparticles increased
the hardness of Ni-P, from 4.7, up to 6.9 GPa. The heat-treated coatings exhibited a higher average
hardness, 8.9 and 9.6 GPa. The hardness increase is attributed to the formation of a hard Ni3 P phase,
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When modulus
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XRD results
as reported
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of the elastic
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the
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to
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and
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GPa,
shown in Figure 8b the effect of SiC codeposition is higher than heat treatment as Ni/SiC has
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depending on particle type, morphology, and content and processing parameters. Subsequent heat
elastic modulus values than both as-plated and heat treated Ni-P.
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type,
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process. Contact elements were used to define the interface between the indenter and the surface of
of the present effort are somehow lower, which is most likely associated with the P content and the
the nanocomposite coatings. The nanoindentation experiments have been computer-generated when
different synthesis route adopted. The introduction reinforcing particles leads to elastic modulus values
considering two load steps. The first step simulated the loading stage of the indenter penetrating into
of 150–200
GPa for the as plated condition that may rise to 220 GPa after heat treatment [47–52,57].
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that the particle
insertion
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elastic
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so this
modulus
persists.
method
was applied in the developed procedure.
During the loading stage the load-depth curve is digitized in order to generate the input for the
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Indentationmodel.
Analysis
developed computational
Initially, the first pair of the applied force and the resulting
penetration depth are processed. A first value is assumed for the first tangent modulus of the

The nanoindentation test curves were fitted with the aid of a developed finite element analysis
nanocomposite coating’s stress-strain curve, which corresponds to the elastic modulus. In the FEA
process. Contact elements were used to define the interface between the indenter and the surface of
model, a depth is applied, and then a penetration force is determined and compared to the measured
the nanocomposite
experiments
have
value. If the FEAcoatings.
force doesThe
not nanoindentation
converge to the measured
one then
the been
value computer-generated
of the tangent moduluswhen
considering
two again
load steps.
The
first
step simulated
loading
the For
indenter
penetrating
is estimated
and the
finite
element
model hasthe
to be
solvedstage
once of
more.
the solutions
with into
the Ni-P
nanocomposites.
Duringofthethe
second
step, theforce,
relaxation
stage,
the indenter
was gradually
computational
force matching
experimental
the value
of the
tangent modulus
is
removed, leading to the material elastoplastic recovery. Previous work has shown [53–55,58] that
kinematic hardening leads to a rapid convergence in the corresponding FEM calculations, so this
method was applied in the developed procedure.
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During the loading stage the load-depth curve is digitized in order to generate the input for the
developed computational model. Initially, the first pair of the applied force and the resulting penetration
depth are processed. A first value is assumed for the first tangent modulus of the nanocomposite
coating’s stress-strain curve, which corresponds to the elastic modulus. In the FEA model, a depth is
applied, and then a penetration force is determined and compared to the measured value. If the FEA
force does not converge to the measured one then the value of the tangent modulus is estimated again
and the finite element model has to be solved once more. For the solutions with computational force
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x
12 of 16
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Figure 9. Comparison between FEA-determined and experimental nanoindentation tests.
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Comparison ofof the
the elastic
elastic moduli
moduli of
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the nanocomposite
nanocomposite coatings
coatings calculated
Table 1.1. Comparison
calculated from
from
nanoindentation
experiments
and
Finite
Element
Analysis
(FEA)
determined
estimates.
nanoindentation experiments and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) determined estimates.
Specimen

Specimen

Elastic
[GPa]
ElasticModulus
modulus
[GPa]

Nanoindentation Test
FEA
Nanoindentation
FEA
test
Ni-P
70
76
Ni-P HT
100
Ni-P
70 95
76
120
Ni-PNi-P/SiC
HT
95 114
100
Ni-P/SiC HT
125
140
Ni-P/SiC
114
120
Ni-P/SiC HT
125
140
Figure 10 illustrates the FEM-extracted stress-strain laws of the Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC coatings,
where higher yielding is observed for the heat-treated Ni-P/SiC coatings. When considering these
results, it can be concluded that the SiC nanoparticles moderately affected the film’s mechanical
properties and their stress-strain overall behavior. Furthermore, the heat treatment of the samples
also improved the stress-strain behavior when compared with the as-plated Ni-P coating.
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Figure 10 illustrates the FEM-extracted stress-strain laws of the Ni-P and Ni-P/SiC coatings,
where higher yielding is observed for the heat-treated Ni-P/SiC coatings. When considering these
results, it can be concluded that the SiC nanoparticles moderately affected the film’s mechanical
properties and their stress-strain overall behavior. Furthermore, the heat treatment of the samples also
improved the stress-strain behavior when compared with the as-plated Ni-P coating.
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and
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and
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the
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behavior
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a
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elastic modulus while using the FEA revealed a satisfactory correlation when compared to the

experimentally defined values.
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